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Safety instructions and operation manual for charged electric mower

Before using this product, be sure to read through and fully understand this manual 
carefully before using, maintaining and maintaining the machine.
We reserve the right to change product specifications according to 
product improvement needs.



! This machine is suitable for family use, only suitable for 
mowing grass in garden lawn.

一. Safety matters
1. Prohibit children from using this equipment
2. Use equipment in the following environments: sufficient light, no one else 
in the mowing area
3. Grounds with steel pipes and many stones are forbidden to be used in rainy days.
4. Check the equipment carefully before use. If it is found that the equipment 
is damaged or worn out, first replace the spare parts and then use the equipment.is damaged or worn out, first replace the spare parts and then use the equipment.
5. Don't wear loose clothes when using. At the same time, hair, hands and feet 
are far away from the running parts of the equipment.
6. It is forbidden to expose the equipment to rainy days or humid places so as to
 prevent water from entering batteries and motors from causing damage.
9. The power supply must be disconnected when unattended equipment, obstacle 
clearance, abnormal vibration of equipment and blade replacement are needed.
Wait until the blade stops working completely before doing other operations on theWait until the blade stops working completely before doing other operations on the
 equipment.

Power switch

Safety self-locking
Battery tank

Protection cover

Adjustable telescopic torsion

Model: YY-GCJ00                     charging time: 30/1 hour
Material: Steel pipe/aluminium pipe, ABS engineering plastics 
idle speed: 18000 rpm
Battery: 12 volt lithium battery no-load     time: about 2 hours/3 hours
Standard accessories: batteries, chargers, blades

       二. Operational Guidelines

1. Push the button down to adjust the length of the telescopic
 rod.

3. Angle adjustment of motor case head: press the circular 
button to adjust the shell angle:

4.Installation of blade: the slot used to fix the blade on the
 top of the lawn mower, insert the blade into the slot, align  top of the lawn mower, insert the blade into the slot, align 
the screw hole, and turn into the slot.Screw can

2. Sheath Installation
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